TO DO AFTER A VOSH MISSION

1. Send Thank you to Hosts, and anyone “in country”
2. Send Thank you to all team member (best if individual, but group ok) give stats of trip : patients seen, glasses dispensed, etc
3. Send report of your trip to vosh@vosh.org
4. Send data to vosh http://vosh.org/clinic-data/
5. Replenish and re organize your supplies or at least make a list of what you need for the next trip.
6. Make a video and send to VOSH@vosh.org for FB page
7. Create a drop box account for everyone to share their photo
8. Have a post mission get together and talk about what worked, what didn’t work and make notes for the next team leader
9. Send Thank you to donors, including labs and pharmaceutical companies with copy of your trip report